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Vampire Heir Jul 29 2022 Sometimes befriending the enemy is the only option.After losing my family, I've
spent the last seven years hunting the monsters who killed them. I know my purpose and what I want most
in this world. At least I did until a striking vampire shows up just in time for the threats to
begin.Maciah West makes me feel ways I shouldn't and tells me things that can't be possible. I don't
want to believe him, but as my past finds its way back into the present, I don't really have a
choice.Even as I begin to accept the new changes in my life-and my growing feelings for Maciah-I don't
let that deter me from my goals. I'm still a vampire hunter and I'll do whatever it takes to get the
vengeance I've been fighting for.No matter how many vampires are out for my blood.Fans of Linsey Hall,
Heather Hildenbrand, and slow burn Paranormal Romance will devour this new book! If you love intrigue,
strong heroines, and protective males, then you don't want to miss Vampire Heir!
Blood Red Dec 30 2019 Rediscover a thrilling world of immortals and intrigue in this classic paranormal
romantic suspense, only from New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. Yes, there are vampires
in America; Mark Davidson knows it. And what city is more likely to be stalked by them than New Orleans?
But Lauren Crow doesn’t believe in vampires. Not at first. She and her friends are spending a
bachelorette weekend in the Big Easy—all fun and games until a fortune-teller predicts a gruesome death.
And until Lauren meets Mark, whom she finds absolutely compelling…and quite possibly crazy. He prowls
the city by night, searching out vampires. Mark is as drawn to Lauren as she is to him, and not just
because she’s the image of his murdered fiancée. His obsession with tracking down his lover’s killer is
part of a vendetta that goes even deeper than grief over his lost love. As Lauren wrestles with desire
and disbelief, sinister shadows lengthen over New Orleans.Vampires. They’re threatening Lauren and her
friends. And they’re about to end the city’s truce between the living and the undead! Originally
published in 2007
Blood Moon May 27 2022 The action-packed follow up to The Rising, from acclaimed thriller-suspense
novelists Heather Graham and Jon Land, this is Blood Moon. The recipient of RWA’s Lifetime Achievement
Award and ITW’s ThrillerMaster Award, Heather Graham is at the pinnacle of her career. Now she's teamed
up with USA Today bestselling author Jon Land to continue the story of high school seniors Alex Chin and
Samantha Dixon. They may have managed to win a major battle against the powerful enemy determined to
destroy civilization as we know it. But the war continues, with Alex and Sam embarking on a desperate
journey to save mankind, even as their friendship blossoms into something much more. The roadmap for
their journey lies in a mysterious book, the language of which has never been deciphered, until Alex
finds himself able to translate the words that may hold the keys to saving the future. Toward that end,
Alex’s and Sam’s quest spirits them away to a myriad of locations around the world, each of which holds
another piece of the puzzle that can defeat the alien invaders. But an ageless foe, long the guardian of
the secrets his race has left behind on Earth, arises to stop them at all costs. At his disposal is a
deadly and merciless army that has been awaiting this very war, an army as unstoppable as it is
relentless. Over the ruins of the lost Mayan city of El Mirador, a blood moon is about to rise,
triggering the end of mankind unless Alex and Sam can prevail in a struggle that will determine the fate
of the planet. As forces both ancient and modern converge, as painful choices must be made and
sacrifices accepted, two young heroes will rise again to stand as the final line of defense to preserve
their world and their love. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Blood Ties Aug 30 2022 The Queen of Glasgow, Toni McVay, is no ordinary crime boss. For one thing, she
likes to discipline disappointing employees by scooping out their eyeballs and keeping them as
souvenirs. Jamie Gray and his gang the Blood Brothers are happy to do her dirty work in return for

lessons in the ways of the local underworld, but are in no doubt that they need to keep Toni sweet to
keep themselves safe. Rival families The Gordons and The Thompsons are ready for a turf war, keen to
take over the lucrative Gallowburn estate, and weaken Toni’s grip on the city. But can the old enemies
really trust each other enough to join forces? And will their assumption that the Blood Brothers are the
weak link in the McVay empire, prove to be their greatest mistake? Meanwhile Jamie’s past refuses to
stay hidden, and as his biggest secret looks set to be revealed with explosive consequences, Jamie faces
the battle of his life. To keep his family safe, to keep his friends safe, to keep himself safe, and to
keep the woman he loves alive. If you love Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers, and Jessie Keane, you’ll
love Heather Atkinson. Discover the bestselling gangland author Heather Atkinson and you'll never look
back... What readers are saying about Heather Atkinson: 'Another brilliant book from Heather...she
really is one the best in the business. ' 'I have read ALL Heather Atkinson's books. They are all
fantastic.' 'All Heather's books are action packed and have you on edge.' 'I stumbled upon Heather's
books and I'm so glad I did, characters excellent and storylines are great , I find myself searching the
book stores for more of them to read the minute I finish one.'
Rummaging for Rubies Sep 18 2021 Readers will be awe-struck by this stunning book about the brilliant,
blood-red gems called rubies. The text meets Next Generation Science Standards, featuring thorough
analyses of the properties of rubies, the geological processes that form them, and the environmental
impacts of ruby mining. This creative spin on curricular subject matter is sure to motivate emerging
scientists both in and out of the classroom.
That Texas Blood #1 Jan 11 2021 CRIMINAL colorist and first time solo artist JACOB PHILLIPS and writer
CHRIS CONDON break onto the scene with a brand-new ongoing series! Like Paris, Texas gut-punched by No
Country for Old Men, this mature neo-Western crime series kicks off when the search for a casserole dish
leads to a dark and tense confrontation on Sheriff Joe Bob Coates' 70th birthday. 'CHRIS and JACOB pull
off something remarkable here. A vivid and bright story that nails a thorough sense of foreboding and
darkness. A shocking amount of talent for a duo so fresh to comics!Ó ÑCHIP ZDARSKY (SEX CRIMINALS,
Daredevil)
Foreverland Apr 13 2021 A Recommended Read from: Good Morning America • Good Housekeeping • Esquire •
Shondaland • Atlanta Journal-Constitution • The Week • Lit Hub • Publishers Weekly An illuminating,
poignant, and savagely funny examination of modern marriage from Ask Polly advice columnist Heather
Havrilesky If falling in love is the peak of human experience, then marriage is the slow descent down
that mountain, on a trail built from conflict, compromise, and nagging doubts. Considering the limited
economic advantages to marriage, the deluge of other mate options a swipe away, and the fact that almost
half of all marriages in the United States end in divorce anyway, why do so many of us still chain
ourselves to one human being for life? In Foreverland, Heather Havrilesky illustrates the delights,
aggravations, and sublime calamities of her marriage over the span of fifteen years, charting an
unpredictable course from meeting her one true love to slowly learning just how much energy is required
to keep that love aflame. This refreshingly honest portrait of a marriage reveals that our relationships
are not simply “happy” or “unhappy,” but something much murkier—at once unsavory, taxing, and deeply
satisfying. With tales of fumbled proposals, harrowing suburban migrations, external temptations, and
the bewildering insults of growing older, Foreverland is a work of rare candor and insight. Havrilesky
traces a path from daydreaming about forever for the first time to understanding what a tedious,
glorious drag forever can be.
Off the Back of a Truck Oct 27 2019 Unleash your inner Soprano and relive all your favorite moments
with this companion guide to the award-winning television series The Sopranos. We all know and love The
Sopranos, one of the most important television dramas to ever hit the small screen, having run for six
seasons on HBO. The story of the Italian-American mobster Tony Soprano balancing his family life with
his role as the leader of a criminal organization pioneered decades of genre-bending “peak TV.” Now, Off
the Back of a Truck takes you one step further into the world of Tony Soprano and his families, offering
an Italian potluck of fresh and fun takes that any true fan can get lost in for hours. Off the Back of a
Truck includes: -New looks at everyone’s favorite episodes, scenes, and characters -All 92 deaths
analyzed, evaluated, and ranked -An investigation of true crimes behind the families’ schemes -An
exploration of movies and shows that inspired The Sopranos -Reflections on the use of music, food, and
fashion from writers who are also huge fans -A provocative conversation about what happens in the
controversial ending This book takes you on a journey through the six seasons you have watched time and
time again—but it's organized so you can dip in at any time, at any place. Roam around as though you’re
in Tony’s backyard for a BBQ...
Broken Blood Aug 06 2020 I thought watching my Werewolf boyfriend get arrested for murder was the worst
experience of my life. But then I was knocked out and dragged off to a cell of my own by the very people
who were supposed to protect me from danger. I thought being held prisoner in solitary confinement for
weeks on end was the worst experience of my life. But then a visitor came, and I realized I'd been wrong
all along. There are worse things than torture and death. Much worse. He wants my blood. More than that,
he wants to get into my head. To use my bond to control his army, to wipe the world clean of anything
with dirty blood. I can't let that happen, but if I don't he'll kill every single person I've ever cared
about-beginning with my Werewolf pack. The prophecy said I would have to make an impossible choice, but
I must be doing this wrong-so far every choice I've made has only led to more pain and danger and death.
Hunters are pitted against Werewolves and I'm alone in my war against Gordon Steppe. I can't fight him
off anymore; all I can do is try to keep him out of the important places. And I'm failing at even that.
I thought the demons were out there, clearly marked and clinging to the shadows. But they're not. The
monsters are within the ranks of those sworn to protect. The enemy is among us.

Vampire Ash Dec 22 2021 A future to accept. An enemy, or two, to stake. I had a plan. One that included
avenging my family and slaying as many vampires as I could in the process. Every choice, every step,
they all led me closer to my vengeance. Except plans don't always go the way we want. Especially when I
have to accept that-no matter how long I put it off-I'm going to become the very thing I hate most in
this world: a vampire. Though, as I find myself falling for Maciah, I realize that maybe my heritage
isn't the death sentence I first assumed. Maybe it's exactly what I need, because as the threats start
to escalate, I begin to realize... Sometimes the best way to kill a monster is to become one.
Of Blood and Sacrifice Mar 13 2021 A storm's been awakened, and it won't be contained for long. I've
been pushed beyond my limits, my heart shattered into pieces, and a magic forced on me I know nothing
about. With a darkness stirring inside me that I should be afraid of-but I'm not-it's time to show
Alaryk even though he won the last battle, he won't get so lucky again. My grieving period is over. I've
moved onto rage, letting vengeance guide me. Everyone left that I care about wants me to let them in,
but until Alaryk is no longer breathing, I won't let them distract me from what needs to be done. I'm
destined for two paths. One that leads to light and love, the other, darkness and power. The time is up
to decide who I will become, and ready or not, I'll either save the worlds or destroy them. This time,
not even the Fates know how things will end.
The New Friend Oct 08 2020 Be careful who you let into your life Arabella MacQueen had a tough start.
Growing up surrounded by drugs and alcohol, getting into trouble as a teen, she’s now in her latetwenties and has turned her life around. Until the fateful night that sees her imprisoned for 10 months.
She’s hit rock bottom ... but unexpectedly forges a bond with cellmate Roxanne McPhail that lasts beyond
the prison walls. Now both women are free, and Arabella is excited about the future with boyfriend
Eddie, with Roxanne at her side. But Arabella doesn’t know the truth about her new best friend; about
Roxanne’s reputation as the head of Glasgow gangland, about the violence in Roxanne’s past. She doesn’t
know that Roxanne has plans for Arabella that might lead her into some very dangerous places. In this
dirty game, Arabella is going to have to learn you can’t always trust those closest to you... A gritty,
utterly addictive thriller set in Scottish gangland - fans of Roberta Kray and Jacqui Rose won't be able
to put it down. Readers can't get enough of Alex Kane's gritty gangster thrillers: ‘I read this book in
one night and all I have is 3 words. Oh my god.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘What a fantastic book! Such an
intense, fast paced read from the first page’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘What a rollercoaster ride...it grips
you and you can't put it down. I loved it.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘What a page turner this is... you never
want it to end... A great, gritty, UK gangland thriller’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘A dark and gritty crime
thriller that kept me hooked from the first page.' Casey Kelleher, author of No Fear and Mine 'A
gripping read that got under my skin. Alex Kane writes one hell of a villain.’ Gemma Rogers, author of
Stalker and Reckless
Bad Blood Jan 29 2020 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The gripping story of Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos—one of
the biggest corporate frauds in history—a tale of ambition and hubris set amid the bold promises of
Silicon Valley, rigorously reported by the prize-winning journalist. With a new Afterword. “Chilling ...
Reads like a thriller ... Carreyrou tells [the Theranos story] virtually to perfection.” —The New York
Times Book Review In 2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen as the next Steve
Jobs: a brilliant Stanford dropout whose startup “unicorn” promised to revolutionize the medical
industry with its breakthrough device, which performed the whole range of laboratory tests from a single
drop of blood. Backed by investors such as Larry Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold shares in a
fundraising round that valued the company at more than $9 billion, putting Holmes’s worth at an
estimated $4.5 billion. There was just one problem: The technology didn’t work. Erroneous results put
patients in danger, leading to misdiagnoses and unnecessary treatments. All the while, Holmes and her
partner, Sunny Balwani, worked to silence anyone who voiced misgivings—from journalists to their own
employees.
Beneath a Blood Red Moon Jan 23 2022 Romance is one of the highest circulating genres in libraries
today, but many popular titles are published in paperback. Five Star publishes a line of quality
Romances by bestselling authors in our durable library-bound hardcover -- guaranteed to stand up to the
demands placed on a high-circulation library book -- at prices that make sense for your collection.
Because hardcovers haven't been available, many libraries don't even have a Romance Section. Five Star
Romances will give this huge readership their place on the shelves, and take librarians out of the
business of repairing and replacing paperbacks. Maggie Montgomery, the owner of an elegant New Orleans
boutique, gasped when she learned about the mysterious beheading of a local street person and the trail
of blood that led from the corpse to her building. Her shock turned to turmoil when she met Sean Canady,
the police officer who arrived to question her ... and inspired a dangerous desire. Something powerful
-- and beyond reason -- had brought Maggie and Sean together. Something that spoke of an interwoven
past, and a passionate torment that began generations before under a blood red moon.
Beneath a Blood Red Moon Mar 25 2022 Vampire shop owner Maggie Montgomery discovers that the killer of
a local street person is linked to her building and feels a powerful connection to investigator Sean
Canady, but a mysterious force from the past waits in the shadows.
Mud, Rocks, Blazes Jul 25 2019 Despite her success setting a self-supported Fastest Known Time record
on the Pacific Crest Trail in 2013, Heather “Anish” Anderson still had such deep-seated insecurities
that she became convinced her feat had been a fluke. So two years later she set out again, this time
hiking through mud, rocks, and mountain blazes to crush her constant self-doubt and seek the true source
of her strength and purpose. The 2,180 miles of the Appalachian Trail, from Maine to Georgia, did not
make it easy. Anderson struggled with its infamous rain, humidity, insects, and steep grades for 54
days. But because she had to fight for every step, she knew when she reached the summit of Springer

Mountain, the AT’s southern terminus, that she had fully earned the trail. Of greater value, she learned
to love herself and her body, and to feel the depth of her power. Examining emotional scars as well as
her relationship with her mother, Anderson’s deeply internal yet highly physical journey in Mud, Rocks,
Blazes is an essential story.
When Darkness Falls Aug 18 2021 One year after her carefree vacation in Scotland is marred by a
seemingly random tragedy in a Scottish cemetery, Jade MacGregor finds herself stalked the the New
Orleans French Quarter by an unknown enemy who knows what she had witnessed a year earlier. Original.
Drawing Blood Jul 17 2021 Finley Jayne uncovered the truth about Caine Butcher’s murder and eliminated
any chance she had to blend in at Seaside Academy. She would like nothing more than to fade into
obscurity… but fate has other plans. When Rebecca Hamlin is found murdered on Halloween night, Finley
can’t let the disturbing circumstances of her death go. It’s not because Rebecca was
uncharacteristically nice the week before she died. Or, that Finley has some unwavering desire to find
the truth. The detail haunting Finley is that Liam Butcher, the bad boy she occasionally makes out with,
is the number one suspect. Rumor has it Rebecca cheated on Butcher with Caine just before Caine was
murdered. And half the student body saw Butcher and Rebecca in a heated argument hours before she died.
But that doesn’t make him a murderer… does it? Knowing she’ll be drawing attention to herself once more,
Finley sets out to prove Butcher’s innocence - even if he refuses her help. DRAWING BLOOD is the second
book in the young adult thriller series, THE SEASIDE PREP HOCKEY MYSTERY SERIES. Fans of ONE OF US IS
LYING and A GOOD GIRL’S GUIDE TO MURDER can’t put this thrilling book down!
Blood Thinners Sep 30 2022 The only thing more annoying than a ghost flash mob is a rogue vampire
attack... Supernatural investigator Mina Summers is only one undercover mission away from the promotion
she's worked for her entire career. Her assignment is simple: figure out why several unregistered
vampires are going rogue-including one that ruined her best suit-and attacking humans. Her investigation
leads her to Thinner, a new celebrity-endorsed weight loss company that's shrouded in mystery and
promises seemingly impossible results. Mina's convinced she'll finish her mission in time for dinner,
but when she face-plants into Carma Nicks, Thinner's smart and sexy vice president, Mina's suddenly out
of her depth. Surely her heart is only racing due to adrenaline, right? Falling for-and sleeping with-a
mark goes 100% against protocol, but Mina's plans to keep her distance are as flimsy as the agencyissued ghost that resides in her apartment. When Thinner's secrets disrupt the peace between
supernaturals and humans-and threaten Carma's life-Mina's forced to choose between protecting her dream
career or saving the woman she loves.
Hot Blooded Jun 03 2020 A dangerous collection of sensual and supernatural romances includes Christine
Feehan's Dark Hunger, in which a beautiful activist unwittingly releases a caged, and insatiable,
Carpathian, as well as other stories by Maggie Shayne, Emma Holly, and Angela Knight. Reprint.
Human Physiology: From Cells to Systems Nov 28 2019 Organized around the central theme of homeostasis,
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY helps students understand how each component of the course depends on the others and
appreciate the integrated functioning of the human body. Author Lauralee Sherwood uses clear
straightforward language, analogies, and frequent references to everyday experiences to help students
learn and relate to the physiology concepts. The updated art program and new digital resources -including robust 3D animations -- enable students to visualize important concepts and processes. By
focusing on the core principles and sharing enthusiasm for the subject matter, Sherwood provides a solid
foundation for future courses and careers in the health profession. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
No Bad Deed Sep 26 2019 “A twisty, jet-fueled thriller… Don’t miss it!” – Lisa Gardner Packed with the
electrifying pacing and pulse-pounding suspense of Harlan Coben and Lisa Gardner, a thrilling debut
about a mother desperate to find the connections between her missing husband and a deadly stalker who
knows too much about her own dark family history. Driving home one rainy night, Cassie Larkin sees a man
and woman fighting on the side of the road. After calling 911, she makes a split-second decision that
will throw her suburban life into chaos. Against the dispatcher’s advice, she gets out of her minivan
and confronts the attacker. That’s when he turns on her and spits out a chilling ultimatum: “Let her
die, and I’ll let you live.” A veterinarian trained to heal, Cassie can’t let the woman die. But while
she’s examining the unconscious victim, the attacker steals her car. Now he has her name. Her address.
And he knows about her children. Though they warn her to be careful, the police assure her that the
perpetrator won’t get near her. Cassie isn’t so sure. The next day—Halloween—her husband disappears
while trick-or-treating with their six-year-old daughter. Are these disturbing events a coincidence or
the beginning of a horrifying nightmare? Her husband has been growing distant—is it possible he’s become
involved with another woman? Is Cassie’s confrontation with the road-side attacker connected to her
husband’s disappearance? With these questions swirling in her mind Cassie can trust no one, maybe not
even herself. The only thing she knows for sure is that she can’t sit back while the people she loves
are in danger. As she desperately searches for answers, Cassie discovers that nothing is as random as it
seems, and that she is more than willing to fight—to go to the most terrifying extremes—to save her
family.
Blood Lust Feb 09 2021 He's free and he's out for blood.Alexander has finally agreed to make Charlotte
a vampire. Problem is, he needs to get somewhere safe before he can do that. When Charlotte's dad found
out she was staying with a "rich guy" he formulated a plan to pay his daughter back for having him
locked up while stealing enough from her boyfriend to live comfortably. That crusade ends with Alexander
snapping his neck. Even though that threat was eliminated, there's no telling who else her dad told
about that apartment and it's no longer safe.Although Nicholas agreed to bond with Adrienne, he's been
dragging his feet ever since. It seems like there's always some reason to put it off another day. When

Adrienne finally gets him to agree to the bond, she has no idea something else is about to get in their
way.They all thought the threats had passed, but they were dead wrong. When Adrienne's maker comes back,
he kidnaps both her and Charlotte, while leaving a trail of bodies behind him. Can Nicholas and
Alexander catch up to him before he leaves the States? Or will they have to comb the entire country of
Italy to find them?This book contains sexual themes and violence that is intended for audiences 18 and
older.
Blood Money Dec 10 2020 Full Length, Thriller Characters: 1 male, 4 female Scenery: Interior Mike and
Liz have a rocky marriage. She is an alcoholic and he is a philanderer who is having a fling with a
young neighbor and a serious affair with his wife's doctor. Mike and Liz have a secret: years ago they
left a girl dying at a hit and run accident. Mike fakes dying, hoping the shock will kill Liz, but she
rushes to the clinic where the doctor finishes her off. But then Liz bursts through the door and murders
her "dead" husband and the doctor kills her again, taking revenge for the death of her daughter.
"Nothing absolutely nothing is what it seems in this smart, riveting ... yarn full of gut wrenching plot
twists and hairpin turns ... surprising special effects and tart wit." News Journal, Wilmington. "Serves
to remind you that in the right hands, live theater can provide a thrill a minute." WDEL Radio,
Wilmington. "Full of thrills and spills ... One of the best plays I've seen." Derby Trader.
Blood Will Tell Feb 21 2022 “Blood Will Tell is a fierce novel of suspense, secrets, and family drama.
Chavez brilliantly intertwines story and tension into a captivating novel.” — Samantha Downing,
internationally bestselling author of My Lovely Wife and For Your Own Good From the author of the
acclaimed debut No Bad Deed, a twisty novel about the bond between two sisters—and the crimes one covers
up to protect the other. For fans of Lisa Gardner and Harlan Coben. Schoolteacher and single mom Frankie
Barrera has always been fiercely protective of her younger sister Izzy—whether Izzy wants her to be or
not. But over the years, Izzy’s risky choices have tested Frankie’s loyalty. Never so much as on a night
five years ago, when a frantic phone call led Frankie to the scene of a car accident—and a drunk and
disoriented Izzy who couldn’t remember a thing. Though six friends partied on the outskirts of town that
night, one girl was never seen again . . . Now, an AMBER alert puts Frankie in the sights of the local
police. Her truck has been described as the one used in the abduction of a girl from a neighboring town.
And the only other person with access to Frankie’s truck is Izzy. This time around, Frankie will have to
decide what lengths she’s willing to go to in order to protect Izzy—what lies she’s willing to tell, and
what secrets she’s willing to keep—because the dangerous game that six friends once played on a warm
summer night isn’t over yet . . .
Little Universes Jul 05 2020 Heather Demetrios's Little Universes is a book about the powerful bond
between sisters, the kinds of love that never die, and the journey we all must make through the baffling
cruelty and unexpected beauty of human life in an incomprehensible universe. One wave: that’s all it
takes for the rest of Mae and Hannah Winters’ lives to change. When a tsunami strikes the island where
their parents are vacationing, it soon becomes clear that their mom and dad are never coming home.
Forced to move to Boston from sunny California for the rest of their senior year, each girl struggles
with secrets their parents’ death has brought to light, and with their uncertainty about the future.
Instead of bringing them closer, it feels like the wave has torn the sisters apart. Hannah is a secret
poet who wants to be seen, but only knows how to hide. The pain pills she stole from her dead father
hurl her onto the shores of an addiction she can’t shake and a dealer who turns her heart upside down.
When it’s clear Hannah’s drowning, Mae, a budding astronaut suddenly launched into an existential
crisis—and unexpected love—must choose between herself and the only family she has left.
Blood Passage Nov 20 2021 Blood Passage is the electrifying second book in the Dark Caravan Cycle—a
modern jinni fantasy-adventure trilogy from author Heather Demetrios, perfect for fans of Laini Taylor's
Daughter of Smoke and Bone series and Leigh Bardugo's Grisha Trilogy. When Nalia arrives in Morocco to
fulfill Malek's third and final wish, she's not expecting it to be easy. Especially because Malek isn't
the only one after Solomon's sigil, an ancient magical ring that gives its wearer the power to control
the entire jinn race. Nalia has also promised to take Raif, leader of the jinn revolution, to its remote
location. Though Nalia is free of the bottle and shackles that once bound her to Malek as his slave,
she's in more danger than ever before and no closer to rescuing her imprisoned brother. Meanwhile,
Malek's past returns with a vengeance, and his well-manicured facade crumbles as he confronts the
darkness within himself; and Raif must decide what's more important: his love for Nalia or his devotion
to the cause of Arjinnan freedom.
Blood on the Bayou: A Cafferty & Quinn Novella Oct 20 2021 From New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Heather Graham comes a new story in her Cafferty & Quinn series… It's winter and a
chill has settled over the area near New Orleans, finding a stream of blood, a tourist follows it to a
dead man, face down in the bayou. The man has been done in by a vicious beating, so violent that his
skull has been crushed in. It's barely a day before a second victim is found . . . once again so badly
thrashed that the water runs red. The city becomes riddled with fear. An old family friend comes to
Danni Cafferty, telling her that he's terrified, he's certain that he's received a message from the
Blood Bayou killer--It's your turn to pay, blood on the bayou. Cafferty and Quinn quickly become
involved, and--as they all begin to realize that a gruesome local history is being repeated--they find
themselves in a fight to save not just a friend, but, perhaps, their very own lives. **Every 1001 Dark
Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And
for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Bad Blood Nov 01 2022 If you can't trust your family, who can you trust...? Glasgow gangster Jamie Gray
and his fellow Blood Brothers rule the Gallowburn Estate with an iron fist. No one messes around on
their turf without consequences. But when Jamie’s erstwhile dad, Jason Gray, reappears after many years

away - some of them spent behind bars - the Blood Brothers are drawn into the murky and dangerous world
of the toughest gangster of them all – The Queen of Glasgow, Toni McVay. Toni is the head of the most
powerful organised crime family in Scotland and, as the psychotic leader enjoys scooping out the
eyeballs of those who displease her, Jamie has no option but to do her bidding. With the love of his
life Allegra still missing, his enemies closing in, and his family’s safety at risk, Jamie Gray faces
the battle of his life. But with his father’s bad blood running through his veins, and the bravery and
brains he has inherited from his mother Jackie, Jamie has all the tools he needs to survive. If you love
Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers, and Jessie Keane, you’ll love Heather Atkinson. Discover the
bestselling author Heather Atkinson, her crackling plots, unforgettable characters and page-turning pace
and you'll never look back... What readers are saying about Heather Atkinson: 'Another brilliant book
from Heather...she really is one the best in the business. ' 'I have read ALL Heather Atkinson's books.
They are all fantastic.' 'All Heather's books are action packed and have you on edge.' 'I stumbled upon
Heather's books and I'm so glad I did, characters excellent and storylines are great , I find myself
searching the book stores for more of them to read the minute I finish one.'
Medical Kidnap Files #1-3 Apr 01 2020 The first three Medical Kidnap Files are gathered together into
one compendium for your convenience and additional savings. You will find: Mito, Medical Kidnap Files #1
Gabriel has dealt with mysterious medical issues his whole life. Just when he finally thought that they
had all of the answers and he was on the road to good health, he is apprehended by DFS on the grounds of
medical neglect. At first, he thought that he would be back home in a few days, once the
misunderstanding was cleared up. But when Renata tells Gabriel her crazy conspiracy theories, Gabriel
feels the first pangs of doubt. Is there really a conspiracy? Will he ever be able to get well and go
back to his mother, or is he doomed to be another guinea pig for Doctor De Klerk? EDS, Medical Kidnap
Files #2 With a long string of unbelievable stories to explain her frequent injuries, Social Services
sees Katt is the stereotypical abused child. When she is admitted to hospital with yet another broken
bone, they do the only logical thing to protect her, removing Katt from her mother’s custody. But Katt
and her mother know that something is wrong, and it has nothing to do with abuse, and the longer Katt
stays in foster care, the worse her health gets. Can they get the answers they need before it is too
late? Can they get the answers and get Katt back home? Proxy, Medical Kidnap Files #3 Fourteen year old
Seth Wilcox has been admitted to the hospital forty-eight times, according to his mother’s latest social
media posts, when Social Services steps in and takes Seth into care, believing his mother suffers from
Munchausen by Proxy and Seth is not safe in her care. Gabriel Tate is now a veteran in dealing with
medical kidnap and reuniting children with their families. He knows Seth and his mom, Leva, a tireless
mitochondrial disorder advocate. He knows he needs to get Seth back to Leva as soon as he can. With the
authorities hot on their trails, Gabriel and Renata face increasingly difficult challenges. Can they
stay one step ahead of the authorities? Can they finally get Seth somewhere he will be safe?
The Angels Sep 06 2020 ‘A dark and gritty crime thriller that kept me hooked from the first page.’
Casey Kelleher, author of No Fear and Mine It takes a good woman to take a bad man down Amber. As the
top performer at Angel Silk gentleman’s club, she’s seen it all, been forced to do things she never
wanted to do. She’s tired of this life... but can she escape it? Lizzy. To the women at Angel Silk,
she’s the strong queen bee, mother to the girls. But she’s hiding her own dark secrets - and if they
come to light, her life could be destroyed. Jade. The newest dancer at Angel Silk, she’s innocent,
beautiful... and trapped. She’s in over her head – but does she have the strength to break free? Three
women, all under the control of feared gangster, Marcus. To take back their lives, they need to come
together. But will he let them go – or will finding freedom mean paying the ultimate price? A completely
addictive, gripping and gritty gangland thriller that will have you hooked. If you like Martina Cole,
Kimberly Chambers or Jacqui Rose, you will love this nail-biting read. Readers are hooked on The Angels:
‘A gripping read that got under my skin. Alex Kane writes one hell of a villain.’ Gemma Rogers, author
of Stalker and Reckless ‘WOW I was hooked... right from the start I was engrossed in the whole story...
will give you shivers down your spine.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘A great read, filled with strong female
characters... definitely a five star read and one which I already cannot wait to re-read’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader
Review ‘The plot moves along at a swift pace, keeping the pages turning and the jaw dropping... The
twists and turns just kept coming... A taut, tense and tantalising read!’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘I
absolutely loved this book and highly recommend you pick this one up.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘What a page
turner this is... you never want it to end... A great, gritty, UK gangland thriller’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
‘This book will pull you right in and won’t let you go until the final chapter.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
‘started off as a literal rollercoaster and never slowed down... Highly recommended!’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader
Review ‘Amazing. Would recommend this author to anyone... So many twists and turns.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
‘A dark and sinister story... There are some shocking surprises in store... A powerful, hard hitting
storyline’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
Heather, The Totality Jun 23 2019 The Breakstone family arrange themselves around their daughter
Heather, and the world seems to follow: beautiful, compassionate, entrancing, she is the greatest
blessing in their lives of Manhattan luxury. But as Heather grows - and her empathy sharpens to a point,
and her radiance attracts more and more dark interest - their perfect existence starts to fracture.
Meanwhile a very different life, one raised in poverty and in violence, is beginning its own malign
orbit around Heather. Matthew Weiner - the creator of Mad Men - has crafted an extraordinary first novel
of incredible pull and menace. Heather, The Totality demonstrates perfectly his forensic eye for the
human qualities that hold modern society together, and pull it apart.
The Corpse Queen May 15 2021 “Deliciously macabre and utterly decadent.” —Kerri Maniscalco, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Stalking Jack the Ripper In this dark and twisty feminist historical

mystery, a teenage girl starts a new life as a grave robber but quickly becomes entangled in a
murderer's plans. Soon after her best friend Kitty mysteriously dies, orphaned seventeen-year-old Molly
Green is sent away to live with her "aunt." With no relations that she knows of, Molly assumes she has
been sold as a maid for the price of an extra donation in the church orphanage's coffers. Such a thing
is not unheard of. There are only so many options for an unmarried girl in 1850s Philadelphia. Only,
when Molly arrives, she discovers her aunt is very much real, exceedingly wealthy, and with secrets of
her own. Secrets and wealth she intends to share—for a price. Molly's estranged aunt Ava, has built her
empire by robbing graves and selling the corpses to medical students who need bodies to practice
surgical procedures. And she wants Molly to help her procure the corpses. As Molly learns her aunt's
trade in the dead of night and explores the mansion by day, she is both horrified and deeply intrigued
by the anatomy lessons held at the old church on her aunt's property. Enigmatic Doctor LaValle's lessons
are a heady mixture of knowledge and power and Molly has never wanted anything more than to join his
male-only group of students. But the cost of inclusion is steep and with a murderer loose in the city,
the pursuit of power and opportunity becomes a deadly dance.
Biology of Blood-Sucking Insects Jun 15 2021 Blood-sucking insects are the vectors of many of the most
debilitating parasites of man and his domesticated animals. In addition they are of considerable direct
cost to the agricultural industry through losses in milk and meat yields, and through damage to hides
and wool, etc. So, not surprisingly, many books of medical and veterinary entomology have been written.
Most of these texts are organized taxonomically giving the details of the life-cycles, bionomics,
relationship to disease and economic importance of each of the insect groups in turn. I have taken a
different approach. This book is topic led and aims to discuss the biological themes which are common in
the lives of blood-sucking insects. To do this I have concentrated on those aspects of the biology of
these fascinating insects which have been clearly modified in some way to suit the blood-sucking habit.
For example, I have discussed feeding and digestion in some detail because feeding on blood presents
insects with special problems, but I have not discussed respiration because it is not affected in any
particular way by haematophagy. Naturally there is a subjective element in the choice of topics for
discussion and the weight given to each. I hope that I have not let my enthusiasm for particular
subjects get the better of me on too many occasions and that the subject material achieves an overall
balance.
Blood in the Water Jun 27 2022 PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • The definitive
history of the infamous 1971 Attica Prison uprising, the state's violent response, and the victim's
decades-long quest for justice. “Gripping ... deals with racial conflict, mass incarceration, police
brutality and dissembling politicians ... Makes us understand why this one group of prisoners
[rebelled], and how many others shared the cost.” —The New York Times On September 9, 1971, nearly 1,300
prisoners took over the Attica Correctional Facility in upstate New York to protest years of
mistreatment. Holding guards and civilian employees hostage, the prisoners negotiated with officials for
improved conditions during the four long days and nights that followed. On September 13, the state
abruptly sent hundreds of heavily armed troopers and correction officers to retake the prison by force.
Their gunfire killed thirty-nine men—hostages as well as prisoners—and severely wounded more than one
hundred others. In the ensuing hours, weeks, and months, troopers and officers brutally retaliated
against the prisoners. And, ultimately, New York State authorities prosecuted only the prisoners, never
once bringing charges against the officials involved in the retaking and its aftermath and neglecting to
provide support to the survivors and the families of the men who had been killed. Drawing from more than
a decade of extensive research, historian Heather Ann Thompson sheds new light on every aspect of the
uprising and its legacy, giving voice to all those who took part in this forty-five-year fight for
justice: prisoners, former hostages, families of the victims, lawyers and judges, and state officials
and members of law enforcement. Blood in the Water is the searing and indelible account of one of the
most important civil rights stories of the last century. (With black-and-white photos throughout)
Malice Nov 08 2020 A princess isn’t supposed to fall for an evil sorceress. But in this “bewitching and
fascinating” (Tamora Pierce) retelling of “Sleeping Beauty,” true love is more than a simple fairy tale.
“Walter’s spellbinding debut is for all the queer girls and women who’ve been told to keep their gifts
hidden and for those yearning to defy gravity.”—O: The Oprah Magazine Once upon a time, there was a
wicked fairy who, in an act of vengeance, cursed a line of princesses to die. A curse that could only be
broken by true love’s kiss. You’ve heard this before, haven’t you? The handsome prince. The happily ever
after. Utter nonsense. Let me tell you, no one in Briar actually cares about what happens to its
princesses. Not the way they care about their jewels and elaborate parties and charm-granting elixirs. I
thought I didn’t care, either. Until I met her. Princess Aurora. The last heir to Briar’s throne. Kind.
Gracious. The future queen her realm needs. One who isn’t bothered that I am Alyce, the Dark Grace,
abhorred and feared for the mysterious dark magic that runs in my veins. Humiliated and shamed by the
same nobles who pay me to bottle hexes and then brand me a monster. Aurora says I should be proud of my
gifts. That she . . . cares for me. Even though a power like mine was responsible for her curse. But
with less than a year until that curse will kill her, any future I might see with Aurora is swiftly
disintegrating—and she can’t stand to kiss yet another insipid prince. I want to help her. If my power
began her curse, perhaps it’s what can lift it. Perhaps together we could forge a new world. Nonsense
again. Because we all know how this story ends, don’t we? Aurora is the beautiful princess. And I— I am
the villain. Book One of the Malice Duology
Dirty Blood Apr 25 2022 The bestselling story of a girl who discovers she's much more than human...Now,
with bonus content and a special 10th Anniversary Edition hardcover. I killed a girl last night. I did
it with my bare hands and an old piece of pipe I found lying next to the dumpster. But that's not the

part that got me. The part that scared me, the part I can't seem to wrap my head around and still has me
reeling, was that when she charged me, her body shifted - and then she was a wolf. All snapping teeth
and extended claws. But by the time I stood over her lifeless body, she was a girl again. That's about
the time I went into shock... And that was the moment he showed up. And even now there are two thoughts
that are so clear, they feel branded into my mind: One, Werewolves do exist, and two, I was born to kill
them.
Diagnostic Cytology and Hematology of the Horse E-Book May 03 2020 Diagnostic Cytology and Hematology
of the Horse is a practical reference that presents common clinical findings in an easy-to-use
text/atlas format. A general chapter discusses sample collections and techniques, followed by a
'systems' approach and chapters on specific types of fluid. Within systems chapters, normal findings are
established and then abnormal findings are presented by class of problems, such as bacterial lesions,
fungal lesions, parasitic lesions, etc. in the case of the eye. Algorithms on sample evaluations enhance
text discussions by guiding readers to the most likely cytologic diagnosis. In addition, a color plate
section features 64 illustrations for convenient comparison of cell types and infectious agents. A
detailed index makes this edition even more useful as a quick clinical reference, ideal for helping
readers understand correct collection and handling procedures, avoid costly errors, and make accurate
diagnoses.
Nine Pints Aug 25 2019 An eye-opening exploration of blood, the lifegiving substance with the power of
taboo, the value of diamonds and the promise of breakthrough science Blood carries life, yet the sight
of it makes people faint. It is a waste product and a commodity pricier than oil. It can save lives and
transmit deadly infections. Each one of us has roughly nine pints of it, yet many don’t even know their
own blood type. And for all its ubiquitousness, the few tablespoons of blood discharged by 800 million
women are still regarded as taboo: menstruation is perhaps the single most demonized biological event.
Rose George, author of The Big Necessity, is renowned for her intrepid work on topics that are invisible
but vitally important. In Nine Pints, she takes us from ancient practices of bloodletting to the
breakthough of the "liquid biopsy," which promises to diagnose cancer and other diseases with a simple
blood test. She introduces Janet Vaughan, who set up the world’s first system of mass blood donation
during the Blitz, and Arunachalam Muruganantham, known as “Menstrual Man” for his work on sanitary pads
for developing countries. She probes the lucrative business of plasma transfusions, in which the US is
known as the “OPEC of plasma.” And she looks to the future, as researchers seek to bring synthetic blood
to a hospital near you. Spanning science and politics, stories and global epidemics, Nine Pints reveals
our life's blood in an entirely new light. Nine Pints was named one of Bill Gates recommended summer
reading titles for 2019.
In the Blood Mar 01 2020 DANTE LIVES. Vampire. Rock star. Begotten son of the fallen angel Lucien.
Dante Baptiste still struggles with nightmares and seizures, searching for the truth about his past. It
is a quest as seductive as his kiss, as uncontrollable as his thirst, and as unforgiving as his
determination to protect one mortal woman at any cost. KNOWLEDGE KILLS. FBI Special Agent Heather
Wallace now knows the extent of the Bureau corruption that surrounds her, but worries she is losing the
battle. And when Dante and his band Inferno come to Seattle on tour, Heather can't help but be drawn
back to the beautiful, dangerous nightkind. But what Heather and Dante don't know is that new enemies
lurk in the shadows, closer than they think...and even deadlier than they fear. DESTINY UNFOLDS. Shadowy
government forces have pledged to eliminate all loose ends from Project Bad Seed -- and Heather and
Dante are at the top of the list. Elsewhere, the Fallen gather in Gehenna, intent on finding their longawaited savior, the True Blood nightkind whom Lucien DeNoir would die to protect. And a damaged and
desperate adversary, with powers as strange and perilous as Dante's own, plots to use Dante as a pawn in
a violent scheme for revenge. But only one of these lethal forces holds the key to Dante's past -- a key
that could finally unlock the secret of his birth and the truth of his existence...or destroy him
completely.
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